Rules for Interviews Regarding Project Training

Company Policy

✓ The institute follows the placement policy of 1 + 1 project training opportunity to a student at the first instance. It implies that after securing two opportunities, student shall not be eligible to appear in any upcoming interviews related to Project training. A student will be considered to have secured a project training company only when Industry Institute Relationship Cell will receive an offer letter/appointment letter for the student.

✓ The organizations are required to inform us well in advance regarding the interview for project training proposals, including their selection parameters along with the process of interview as well as about any special arrangements (if any) required during the interview.

✓ The organizations should also inform us about number of positions to be recruited as project trainee, eligibility criteria for our students, technical details regarding the position needed by them as well as stipend offered. Additionally, organization must provide details regarding bonds (if any).

✓ After due considerations, the project and training co-ordinator shall revert back with an acceptance or rejection of proposal within 5 working days.

Students Policy

✓ The institute shall conduct mock rounds at least once a month. So that, interested students can appear for the mock rounds.

✓ The results of mock rounds shall be declared within 2 days after the date of conduction of specific mock round.

✓ Improvement in student’s mock rounds result is expected after each mock round.

✓ For campus interview related to project training, if interviewing company asks for filtering list of students then the list of students will be created based on the results of mock rounds.

✓ Once a student got selected by a company in campus interview as a project trainee, further that student will not be eligible to appear in upcoming campus interviews unless and until he/she does not confirm exactly 2 companies training opportunity.

Rules for Interviews Regarding Job Placement

Company Policy

✓ The institute follows the placement policy of 1 + 1 job to a student at the first instance. It implies that after securing two jobs, student shall not be eligible to appear in any upcoming interviews related to job placement. A student will be considered to have secured a job only when Industry Institute Relationship Cell will receive an offer letter/appointment letter for the student.

✓ The organizations are required to inform us well in advance regarding the interview for job placement proposals, including their selection parameters along with the process of interview.
The organizations should also inform us about number of positions to be recruited as
employee, eligibility criteria, and technical details regarding the position needed by them as
well as package offered. Additionally, organization must provide details regarding bonds (if
any).
After due considerations, the placement officer shall revert back with an acceptance or
rejection of proposal within 5 working days.

Students Policy

The institute shall conduct mock rounds at least once a month. So that, interested students
can appear for the mock rounds.
The results of mock rounds shall be declared within 2 days after the date of conduction of
specific mock round.
Improvement in student’s mock rounds result is expected after each mock round.
For campus interview related to job placement, if interviewing company asks for filtering list
of students then the list of students will be created based on the results of mock rounds.
Once a student got selected by a company in campus interview as an employee, further that
student will not be eligible to appear in upcoming campus interviews unless and until he/she
does not confirms with exactly 2 companies training opportunity.